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Abstract 
This paper uses traditional contemporary historical methods to recount the establishment, 
early development and lead up to the decision to replace the common software of the 
Queensland Government Financial Management System (QGFMS).  It presents a brief 
discussion on the use of historical methods within the information systems discipline.  The 
paper suggests there are four categories of conditions that affected the decision to replace 
this major financial system: Governance, Technical, Political, and Business environment.   
 
“History helps one understand the sources of 
contemporary problems, how they arose and how 
their characteristics unfolded through time” (Mason, 
1997). 
 
1. The Historical Method in Information Systems 
The application of the historical method within information systems (IS) presents 
scholars with an interesting duality.  While many historians believe the actions of 
man are not subject to an historical ‘covering law’, i.e. not deterministic (Hempel, 
1942), such is not the case for computer systems.  The determinism inherent in 
computer systems increases the probability that within this technological domain 
‘history will repeat’.  The interplay between the determined, ‘technology’, and the 
undetermined, ‘people’, provides fertile ground for scholarly scrutiny and 
interpretation. 
In their landmark IS history method outlined in MISQ, Mason et al (1997) contend 
that while historical research results are valuable in their own right, their greatest 
value to a discipline like MIS may be realized from the synergy they produce with 
results obtained by using other methods.  Under the umbrella of a research program 
entitled Cooperative ERP Lifecycle Knowledge Management (Gable et al, 1998) a 
team of researchers have employed both quantitative (Timbrell and Chan, 2003, 
Chang, 2002) and qualitative (Klaus et al, 2000) research methods in studying the 
development of the Queensland Government Financial Management System 
(QGFMS).  As part of an overarching (meta-) analysis across these various studies, 
this paper seeks to record a comprehensive history of QGFMS to provide a rich 
context and background to these studies and seek the synergy to which Mason et al 
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(1997) refer. 
When using the historical method, context is ‘king’.  Given the heterogeneity of 
historical events and the lack of a covering ‘law’ in history (Hempel, 1942) that 
explains these heterogeneous events in any predictive way, the historian must spend 
the majority of their efforts describing the surrounding circumstances and thus 
enable the reader to better understand why rational individuals may have made 
decisions to act (or refrain from acting) under those conditions. 
The narrative produced by historians needs to select a series of relevant events 
ordered chronologically but not necessarily presented as a causal analysis, for 
historical writing is concerned with change through time (Marwick, 1989).  The 
emphasis with change through time is the characteristic that differentiates the 
historical method from the case study method where the temporal quality is more of 
a “snapshot”.  The historian should carefully chose events to illustrate a picture of 
conditions, causes and any other specific factors in an intelligible account of the 
events and their context that assist in answering the focal historic question. 
Mason’s (et al, 1997) suggested first step in a historical study is to 1) develop a 
focusing question.  Following this they suggest 2) specifying the domain; 3) 
gathering evidence; 4) critiquing the evidence; 5) determining patterns; 6) tell the 
story; and, 7) write the transcript.  This paper does use a focusing historical question 
and was prepared using Marwick’s (1989) four-tasked approach to historical writing: 
1) finding the sources; 2) apply both the expertise in the society studied and the 
techniques of source criticism; 3) producing an interpretation; and 4) communicating 
this interpretation into written form.  Marwick’s (1989) approach is a more traditional 
method for writing history.  The difference in the two approaches is outside the scope 
of this paper. 
Applying the historical method 
The first step in the development of this recount was gathering the sources and 
sifting out those that helped answer the focusing question.  These included 
secondary sources: past studies of the QGFMS; and primary sources: parliamentary 
proceedings, strategic plans and reports, minutes of meetings, interviews, diary 
entries and the personal recollections of the author.  During the process, the 
researcher critically appraised all sources by examining, inter alia, the source type, 
author, authenticity, existence of inherent prejudices, and initial purpose of the 
document.  With ten years work experience managing financial systems in 
government including three years at Queensland Treasury from 1992 to 1995, the 
author was able to apply considerable expertise in the society studied.  Through the 
process of drafting and redrafting the chronology of events, and the discussion of 
these events with participants in those events, a written interpretation of the history 
of QGFMS was developed.  Furthermore, this paper suggests that the prevailing 
conditions for the software replacement decision can be categorised into four 
categories: Governance, Technical, Political, and Business Environment.   
2. Part 1: Early times to the Choice of SAP / R3 
Focusing Question: What conditions led the Queensland Government to 
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change their common financial system (QGFMS) from Dun & Bradstreet 
Software? 
1983: The birth of QGFMS  
Following an evaluation of available financial software during 1982 and 1983 the 
Queensland Government (QGovt) signed an agreement with Management Sciences 
America (MSA) to provide financial management software (Mason, 1992).  The 
QGovt contemporaneously introduced policy to standardise its financial systems 
requiring each agency to implement the common software known thereafter as the 
Queensland Government Financial Management System (QGFMS) (QGFMS 
Strategic Plan, 1998).  This was the first common financial system adopted by any 
State Government in Australia.   
The agreement with MSA encompassed only three modules including General 
Ledger, Accounts Payable and Budgetary Control (Mason, 1992).  The agreement 
with MSA and the central coordination and support for QGFMS fell to the Financial 
Systems Support Group (FSSG) in Queensland Treasury.   
The FSSG led the implementation of MSA into QGovt Agencies commencing in 1983 
and completing this project in December 1986 (Putra, 1998).  This group supported 
the operating environment, maintained the software, provided help desk services to 
agencies, coordinated the licence arrangements with MSA and trained agency 
personnel in the use and operation of the modules.    
The MSA software was installed on an IBM3090J mainframe computer at the State 
Government Computing Centre in Brisbane, which in 1987 became the Centre for 
Information Technology (CITEC) (2003).  The operating system was MVS / ESA with 
online access through CICS (Customer Information Control System – a proprietary 
IBM) and a VSAM (Virtual Storage Access Method) based file system (i.e. not a 
database).  The system employed batch updates that ran during the day for 
functions such as cheque processing and overnight for file updates.  Each agency 
accessed its own suite of data files, system policy and security from the centralised 
mainframe system.  The reporting function was typical of mainframe-based financial 
systems of the period.  Users generated reports using a proprietary fourth generation 
language called Information Expert (IE).  Treasury and agencies held these IE 
programs in ‘libraries’ and tailored them to suit individual agency needs (Niehus et al, 
1998). QGFMS and its management were very stable until there was a change in 
government in Queensland. 
1989: Labor Government elected in Queensland 
On 2nd December 1989, after 32 years in opposition, the Labor Party ousted the 
National Party and commenced a series of reforms including the governance of the 
information technology assets of the QGovt.  Early in its first term, the Labour 
Government implemented fundamental Machinery of Government reforms and 
rationalised the 28 agencies under the previous National Party Government to 18.  
These structural changes to the business environment included amalgamating the 
agencies of Main Roads and Transport into one very large and powerful department: 
Transport.   
The new Labor Government also commissioned an Information Technology Review 
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believing that the coordination of the management and use of technology and the 
sharing of information stored in databases maintained by government agencies are  
essential factors in achieving the strategic goals of Government, reducing or 
removing duplication of effort, developing new client-oriented services and providing 
cross-agency systems which offer strategic and other benefits to the Government as 
a whole (Cooke, 1991).  The new government also introduced financial reforms, 
further changes to the business environment, that would eventually impact financial 
systems. 
1990: The Public Finance Standards 
On July 1, 1990 the new Financial Management and Systems Division of Treasury, 
responsible for financial management practices as well as QGFMS, introduced the 
Public Finance Standards under the auspices of the Financial Administration and 
Audit Act 1977 (Hansard PAC 25 May 1992).  These Standards required ‘business 
entities’ in the QGovt, such as Queensland Forestry and Water Resources (State 
Water Projects), to introduce accrual accounting based reporting by 30 June 1993  
(Hansard PAC 26 May 1992).  The Standard required the balance of QG agencies to 
report on an accrual basis under Australian Accounting Standard 29 by the 1996-7 
financial reporting period (Queensland Government Financial Management Strategy 
1994).   
The Public Finance Standards also introduced ‘user-charging’. This created a 
different governance structure for QGFMS.  User charging meant that the QGovt no 
longer funded QGFMS centrally.  The Information Policy Board’s (IPB) added the 
concept of user charging into its [standard] Charter for Lead Agencies for Strategic 
Systems (1991a).  Under the user-charging scheme, the QGovt allocated funds to 
agencies through the budget process.  The agencies would then pay the two major 
QGFMS providers from this budget allocation for QGFMS related services: Treasury 
for support, training and software coordination and CITEC for facilities management.  
There was a difference between the two providers. FSSG was essentially a core 
government non-profit business who only required sufficient funds to cover staff and 
related costs.  CITEC, on the other hand, was a semi-corporate QGovt entity in a 
monopoly position looking to maximise profits. 
More importantly, perhaps, is that the Public Finance Standards replaced the long 
standing ‘Treasurer’s Instructions’ signalling a change of management style as well 
as governance from a central directive approach to one of individual agency 
accountability to parliament.  One could surmise that decentralising accountability in 
financial matters would be reflected in the governance of financial systems.  
Financial policy was not the only area being reformed.  Information policy was also 
being addressed. 
1990 – 1991: The Information Policy Board 
Arising from the Information Technology Review in 1990, the Labor Government 
formed an Information Policy Board (IPB) within the Department of the Premier and 
Cabinet responsible for the stewardship of Whole-Of-Government information 
management issues (Department of Premier, Economic and Trade Development, 
1995; Mincom, 2003). The IPB created formal Information Standards for compliance 
by Agencies.  The combination of centralised information policy and decentralised 
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financial accountability affected the governance condition. 
Information Standard No. 2 (1991c) created the concept of the ‘Lead Agency’.  The 
general rule was that all relevant agencies within the IPB’s sphere of interest must 
adopt, implement or move progressively towards adoption or implementation of 
mandated information management functions with lead agency endorsement (IPB 
Information Standard 2, 1991c)).  A Lead Agency would manage a ‘Strategic 
System’, an information system that, because of its information content, is critical to 
the administration of Government as a whole.  The responsibilities of the Lead 
Agencies included the following key requirements (Cooke, 1991): 
i) strategic and business plans: including consideration of alternatives, future 
direction, user liaison and training, post-implementation and operational 
performance reviews, product enhancements, value-added services and 
funding 
ii) an appropriate management structure for the total system; including 
establishment of a separately identified operational entity within the lead 
agency (eg. FSSG) to conduct the management of the system. 
The IPB endorsed QGFMS as a Strategic System and designated Queensland 
Treasury as the Lead Agency for Financial Management Systems.  QGFMS would 
be compulsory for agencies operating on the Public Accounts (18 Agencies and the 
Legislative Assembly); other budget sector bodies including Queensland Corrective 
Services Commission; sub-departments and instrumentalities such as TAFE 
colleges, Queensland Treasury Corporation; and, budget dependent statutory bodies 
(subject to exemption) such as the Criminal Justice Commission, Public Trust Office.  
Bodies (e.g. Queensland Rail and the Queensland Electricity Commission) currently 
operating under QGFMS, who would be required to operate under conditions of 
commercialisation and competitive neutrality (i.e. market forces)  would have the 
option to seek alternatives to QGFMS (Queensland Treasury – FISB QGFMS 
Strategic Plan, 1992). 
Driven by these policy changes an reviews, FSSG changed its name to the Financial 
Information Systems Branch (FISB) and set out to implement a new management 
structure, cost recovery, expansion of the core modules, implement service policy 
and agreements, identify client needs, develop an education program, revamp the 
support desk, establish an interdepartmental client group and develop a long term 
strategy for QGFMS (Cooke, 1991).  FSSG recognised the need for new governance 
to operate within the changing business environment. 
Not only did Queensland Treasury have the IPB’s mandate for a central role, it also 
had influence in financial systems policy through its broader role in financial 
management policy.  Also, its controlling role in the government budget process, 
whereby Treasury allocated funds to agencies on an annual basis, made it a very 
powerful agency.  Furthermore, the Treasurer was also the Deputy-Premier in the 
new Labor Government.  So FISB as a Lead Agency, situated in Treasury, was in a 
position of political power compared with the Human Resource Management System 
(HRMS) Lead Agency that the IPB appointed to the Department of Employment, 
Vocational Education, Training and Industrial Relations (DEVETIR).  This lead 
agency eventually disappeared. 
Information Standard No. 3 (Information Policy Board, 1991d) established guidelines 
under which agencies would be exempt from Lead Agency management.  “An 
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application for exemption from the Lead Agency system was considered when it is 
apparent that for reasons of functionality or incompatibility, adoption by an agency of 
a Lead Agency system would have significantly adverse effects on the agency” (IPB 
Information Standard 3, 1991d)).  Agencies would initially build a business case for 
exemption and submit it to the Lead Agency for consideration.  Should the Lead 
Agency reject the exemption application, the Agency could then submit the 
application to Cabinet through the IPB with both the IPB and Lead Agency advice on 
the matter.  In essence, this changed governance process reduced FISB’s political 
power.  Overall, Treasury as Lead Agency for QGFMS was reticent to give such an 
exemption to agencies.  As Lead Agency, FISB had provided one exemption from 
QGFMS to the Premiers Department, unquestionably the most powerful agency, who 
were running a DataFlex (-based) financial system. 
1991-1992: The Central Finance System  
QGFMS supported the government’s cash–based accounting method.  Having 
centralised financial management software enabled Queensland Treasury to 
consolidate the whole government’s cash position on a daily basis.  The Queensland 
Government has centralised banking arrangements, initially with the Reserve Bank 
and later with the Commonwealth Bank.  In 1991-1992, the Financial Management 
and Systems Division built adjunct software to QGFMS called the Central Finance 
System (CFS).  Using daily information  ‘swept’ from QGFMS ledgers, the  Central 
Finance System calculated the agencies’ revenues and impending expenditures,  
enabling Treasury to manage its cash reserves and place any excess on the short-
term money market (Niehus et al, 1998).  The CFS strengthened the pivotal position 
of QGFMS.   
The QGFMS common software strategy was not only a technical centralisation 
strategy but also a knowledge-based strategy. It enabled centralised and 
standardised training, centralised support and easy movement of accounting 
financial systems staff across agencies because of the systems commonality.  With 
the introduction of the Central Finance System, the efficient management of the 
government’s cash position added another dimension to the benefits accruing to 
QGFMS.  The Government could identify measurable cash benefits arising from the 
CFS. Agencies moving to other systems, therefore, impacted on the efficiency and 
tight integration of the CFS.  The CFS, financial policy and QGFMS were all run from 
the Financial Management and Systems Division within Treasury giving this division 
significant political power. 
1992: Financial Information Systems Branch 
The final form of FISB, the restructured internal Treasury group that managed 
QGFMS, arose from the following activities: the Public Sector Management 
Commission review (initiated by the incoming Labor Government) of Treasury; some 
initial strategic planning in September 1991 by the former director of FSSG, Bill 
Cooke; an internal evaluation by Queensland Treasury of the Financial Information 
Systems sub-program concurrent with a Structural Efficiency Principles exercise; 
and, consultation across QGovt agencies with QGFMS clients and selected external 
organisations with an interest in Financial Management in QGovt (Queensland 
Treasury – FISB, QGFMS Strategic Plan 1992). 
Around September 1992, the new structure of the Financial Information Systems 
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Branch (FISB) was in place and management had recruited and filled all positions 
within that structure.  The Financial Management and Systems Division, led by 
Assistant Under-Treasurer Graham Carpenter, was ready to manage its three 
important sub-programs: Financial Information Systems, Financial Management 
Policy and Public Accounts, the latter group controlling the daily cash position (CFS) 
and consolidated government financial reporting (Queensland Treasury Annual 
Report, 1992).  Treasury appointed John Mason, who became a major player in the 
development of QGFMS, as Director of FISB. Bill Cooke, who had steered QGFMS 
from its inception, retired at this time.  
FISB comprised four groups covering three functions: software support (2 groups), 
technical support, and a group combining the management of training, market 
relations with clients and quality management.  Previously CITEC had provided 
technical support and overnight monitoring but ‘indistinct’ communications led to 
CITEC relocating five computer systems officers into FISB to rationalise and 
centralise this QGFMS function (Queensland Treasury-FISB QGFMS Strategic Plan, 
1992). 
FISB set new strategies for QGFMS including: a review of existing software products 
(MSA had been in place for nine years); providing opportunities for improved 
business and accounting processes; and consideration of the government’s adoption 
of an open systems strategy.  These strategies were designed to respond to 
expected developments driven by the changing business environment over the next 
3-5 years and included: greater resource management responsibilities 
encompassing assets, inventory, ‘user pays’ for services; commercialisation / 
corporatisation including the introduction of accrual accounting; cash flow 
management embracing treasury functionality and CFS integration, payables and 
receivables, receipting and revenue collection; electronic trading mechanisms such 
as Electronic Funds Transfer, Corporate Card, electronic purchasing and electronic 
data interchange (EDI); increased accountability reporting including budget and 
financial and reporting for Departments and Government as a whole; and, integration 
with operating systems encompassing Executive Information Systems(Queensland 
Treasury-FISB QGFMS Strategic Plan, 1992). 
QGFMS functionality offerings were divided into (compulsory) Core Modules: 
• General Ledger, Budgeting, Commitment Management (a budgeted funds 
control facility designed to prevent transactions when funds are unavailable 
for that purpose), Financial Reporting, Fixed Assets, Accounts Payable and 
Purchasing, CFS integration;   
and Optional Modules 
• Accounts Receivable, Inventory, Order Processing, Common End-User 
Interface (Brightview). 
The expansion of the core modules and the introduction of a greater array of optional 
modules were being driven by the change in the QGovt’s service delivery methods 
(business environment).  
 
In the technical sphere at the time, several new phenomena were gaining 
momentum in the marketplace: local area networks, Microsoft windows, and Client-
Server architecture.  These technical developments would challenge the 
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stranglehold that mainframe-based accounting packages had on large organisations.  
Dun & Bradstreet Software (DBS) bought the MSA software with plans to sell their 
next generation of (client-server, windows based) software to these customers.  
Furthermore, IT departments in agencies were adopting open systems platforms and 
PC based architectures for their operational and office systems.  
However, it was not only Treasury policy and technical developments that were 
shaping the future of QGFMS.  The surrounding business environment was also 
building pressures on the existing system. 
1993: Department of Primary Industries’ Public Accounts Committee Enquiry 
Following a 1990-1991 Public Sector Management Commission Review, which 
recommended downsizing in the Department of Primary Industries’ Corporate 
Services area, the ensuing redundancies depleted this agency’s financial 
management expertise.   The agency found combining the three MSA systems, 
integrating their receipting system, called PIAS, and the integration with the new 
centralised Human Resources Management System (under the DEVETIR Lead 
Agency) was problematic and exacerbated by the ‘brain drain’ resulting from the 
redundancies. There were considerable problems with bank reconciliations leading 
to a $7.3M error detected by the Auditor-General in the 1991-92 accounts.  A Public 
Accounts Committee (Hansard, PAC 29 September 1993) investigated the matters 
surrounding these matters including the use of Arthur Andersen to rectify the 
situation.  DPI had earlier recruited Craig Vayo from FISB to assist in cleaning up 
their financial systems.  DPI used Craig’s recruitment to assure the Public Accounts 
Committee that they had the capability to recover their situation.   
From DPI’s viewpoint QGFMS had let them down.  Pre-empting the Public Accounts 
Committee enquiry they went to the market to choose a new system in late 1992.  By 
early 1993, DPI was considering several alternative financial software suites and 
potential implementation partners including Prophecy (Helix), Oracle (Ernst & Young), 
Sun Systems (KPMG), Rainbow (Dialog) and Finance One (Technology One) 
(Timbrell diary 1993).  DPI’s plan was to start from scratch and implement the new 
financial systems in all their major divisions at the same time. 
1993: Treasury’ reaction 
The removal of the authoritarian ‘Treasurer’s Instructions’ and the resultant individual 
financial accountability of agencies under the Public Finance Standards (i.e. new 
governance conditions) was enabling departments to argue cogently for the 
decentralisation of the QGovt’s financial systems.  The new FISB adopted a 
management style to adapt to this new governance regime in Queensland.  It’s 
approach became one of broad consultation and information exchange with agency 
finance managers and technical operatives through the QGFMS Client User Group 
(QGFMS Strategic Plan 1993).  The Marketing section of FISB coordinated these 
consultative activities. 
Mason, FISB’s Director, was facing increased pressure from agencies to leave the 
QGFMS ‘family’.  Losing agencies from the Lead Agency (QGFMS) now meant 
losing user-charges accruing to FISB for operations and affected the operations of 
the CFS.  It also weakened the Lead Agency’s standing in the Queensland 
Government.  The Department of Housing and Local Government (DHLG) was 
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also tendering for new financial systems software, and finding the same market 
offerings as DPI.   
Treasury’s initial response in early 1993 was to commence preparation of a Request 
for Information for alternative software to Dun and Bradstreet (Timbrell Diary 1993). 
A cross-agency management board for the RFI met only once. Following discussion 
at this meeting and after some internal consideration, FISB decided to do 
comprehensive User Requirements Analysis (URA) as a way to consult agencies 
and gain their commitment to any future alternative software strategy.  Also, FISB 
decided that any further market testing would be an inefficient market process 
putting pressure on vendors who were already responding to DPI and DHLG.  An 
RFI at this stage could draw anger from the vendor market. The RFI cross-agency 
management board reconstituted itself as the URA Steering Committee.    
FISB launched the User Requirements Analysis (URA) on 17th March 1993 at the 
monthly QGFMS Client User Group meeting and all agencies received the survey of 
needs at the end of May 1993 (Timbrell Diary 1993).   
1993 - Dun & Bradstreet fight for their customer 
Less than a week  after the QGFMS Client Group announced the URA, sales (Mark 
Camillieri) and technical (Sally Munro) representatives from Dun & Bradstreet 
Software (DBS), the company that bought MSA, were demonstrating their new 
reporting tool ‘SmartStream’ (Timbrell Diary 1993).  This was a client-server based 
tool that enabled multi-dimensional reporting thereby providing functionality only 
found in contemporary proprietary Decision Support Software or Executive 
Information Systems software.  It was the precursor to their suite of real-time client-
server financial software built on database technology.   DBS were fighting back with 
a technical response, but it was an insufficient response to the changing political 
landscape, business environment and governance arrangements. 
Dun & Bradstreet knew that reporting functionality was a weakness of the old MSA 
system and that it compared poorly to what users were experiencing in PC-based 
accounting systems that could export data to more user-friendly reporting 
environments such as Lotus 1-2-3 and Microsoft Excel.  Even though DBS (MSA) 
users could and did export data into PC spreadsheets, reporting quality and form 
depended on an intimate knowledge of the DBS (MSA) internal file structures.  DBS 
(MSA) was based on VSAM file structures, not database technology, and so data 
downloads could quickly become complex undertakings. 
Over the next two months, Treasury negotiated with DPI to drop their tender and 
become the pilot for DBS ‘SmartStream’.  Treasury would pay the majority of the 
pilot costs.  This was a win for Treasury and QGFMS, keeping DPI in the QGFMS 
fold.   
DHLG, on the other hand, were committed to their market testing and finally selected 
Finance One from Technology One (Tech 1).  Tech 1 did not use implementation 
partners however DHLG contracted a project manager from Coopers and Lybrand to 
manage their interests in the implementation. They sought and received exemption 
not directly from the Lead Agency but via a cabinet submission through the IPB as 
per Information Standard No. 3 (under the new governance arrangements).  DHLG 
had specific needs related to the management (renting, maintenance) of their 
extensive real estate portfolio. This requirement by DHLG to integrate their central 
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operational systems with their finance systems put more pressure on QGFMS and 
FISB to respond to the changing needs of its customers. The defections from 
QGFMS were continuing, with Media and Information Services in the Administrative 
Services Department also requesting and receiving exemption, this time from 
Treasury directly because of their small size and specific needs. 
1993: The User Requirements Analysis 
On October 18, 1993 FISB reported the findings from the User Requirements 
Analysis to the cross-agency steering committee (Queensland Treasury-FISB URA 
Project Final Report).  The findings are summarised in Table 1. 
The URA project recommended that no Request for Information for functionality 
currently being provided through QGFMS be issued at this stage.   
It also recommended that: 
 FISB hold discussions with agencies where additional functionality is 
required to establish whether additional systems functionality or changes to 
business practices will achieve the required objectives. 
 A project be initiated towards migrating QGFMS to an Open Systems 
platform. 
 Where functionality is not provided by QGFMS and there is sufficient 
commonality of requirements, that a whole-of-government solution be 
sought either through QGFMS or through another (lead) agency. 
 Where other projects are addressing pertinent issues, such as the 
Inventory pilot project and procurement pilot project, an examination of the 
outcomes of those projects is undertaken before taking further action. 
 
 
Table 1 – Results of the 1993 QGFMS User Requirements Analysis 
Module Mean 
Functionality 
Fit (%) across 
QG 
Clients using 
or planning 
to use this 
functionality 
(out of 24) 
Comments from the 
report 
General 
Ledger 
88% 24 Issues about poor enquiry 
and reporting will be 
addressed by the 
SmartStream project. 
Inventory 86% 15 Still being piloted by the 
Corrective Services 
Commission 
Accounts 
Payable 
88% 23 Need more reporting 
capability. 
Accounts 
Receivable 
77% 18 Credit management ok at 
79% fit 
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Receipting (non-cash) poor 
at 55% fit 
Purchasing 
& 
Procurement 
78% 22 Financial aspects good at 
88% fit 
Procurement mgt poor at 
53% fit 
Fixed Assets 60% 22 Poor management reporting 
Order Entry n/a 13 Apparent demand but no 
agency has requested  
implementation to date. 
Electronic 
Trading 
13% 19 Electronic Billing good fit 
87% 
EFT excellent at 100% fit 
No fit for Corporate Credit 
Card, Point of Sale or EDI 
function. 
Job / Project 
Costing 
0% 9 Functionality not provided 
by Treasury within QGFMS 
Fleet 
Management 
0% 16 Functionality not provided 
by Treasury within QGFMS 
Cash 
Receipting 
0% 18 Functionality not provided 
by Treasury within QGFMS 
Subscription 
Systems 
0% 3 Functionality not provided 
by Treasury within QGFMS 
 
The URA report demonstrated that DBS (MSA) functionality satisfied Queensland 
Government agencies’ needs at the time.  Dun and Bradstreet were developing a 
new database client-server version of their software and offered Treasury the 
opportunity to move to this product without a long and expensive tender process.  
Details of the functionality gaps in individual agencies figured in the appendices of 
the report.  The recommendation about functionality and business practices reflected 
the early influence of the business process re-engineering (BPR) movement that was 
mentioned in the 1992 Strategic Plan.  BPR also featured in the Financial 
Management Strategy (1994). 
Several agencies had subsidiary systems ‘integrated’ with QGFMS.  Because DBS 
(MSA) was an indexed file based system using VSAM, integration occurred at the 
batch level and did not have the complex issues of real-time database integration.  
So the prospect of non-MSA modules or packages providing additional functionality 
was normal IT practice in pre-ERP (total integration, single database) times.  
Consequently, FISB believed that the best course of action was to identify common 
additional functionality eg. Costing, and then decide whether it was in Treasury and 
FISB’s interests to take responsibility for it or not.  For example, earlier in June at a 
Divisional meeting, FISB recommended that Treasury continue to develop electronic 
banking and electronic funds transfer but not extend this into broader electronic data 
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interchange (EDI) functionality because of the uncertainty surrounding other States’ 
developments in this area (Timbrell Diary 1993). 
FISB management was pretty happy with this result. According to the URA, the 
functionality in QGFMS was fit for the QGovt’s purpose.  The trial of ‘SmartStream’ 
was progressing well in DPI.  The Inventory project in the Corrective Services 
Commission was also on track. FISB did not have to tender for new software and 
could continue supporting and training in the Dun & Bradsteet software.  FISB was 
able to continue operating within their existing capabilities and comfort zone. Then 
on Wednesday 10 November Dun and Bradstreet demonstrated their initial client-
server financial systems module “Financial Stream” (Timbrell Diary 1993). 
April-May 1994 – The Turning Points 
When DBS demonstrated “Financial Stream” at the Brisbane Sheraton to 
Queensland Government senior accounting staff it was immediately apparent that 
their offering did not have the functionality required for QGovt’s needs.  The core of 
government accounting activity was managing the expenditure of their cash budget, 
but DBS had no Accounts Payable module at that time.  It was still under 
development.   
Then DBS presented their consulting bill for the DPI ‘SmartStream’ pilot.  The 
amount was above expectations leading FISB to instigate a tender for commercial 
Decision Support Systems searching for competitive alternatives to SmartStream.   
In early 1994, Queensland Transport told Treasury that they intended testing the 
market for alternative financial systems and would be applying for exemption from 
the QGFMS Lead Agency.   Transport was a large department and their pulling out 
of the Lead Agency would have an effect on the increasingly tenuous status of 
QGFMS amongst agencies.  Transport (at the time included Main Roads) were partly 
corporatised thereby needing both cash and accrual accounting systems.  Initially 
FISB tried to interest Transport in the SmartStream technology but this did not 
persuade them to change their mind.  Transport’s lobbying and the development of 
transitional arrangements across all agencies for dual cash and accrual reporting 
increased the pressure on FISB.   
Furthermore, the introduction of DBS’s “Financial Stream” System risked the market 
perception that QGovt was purchasing new software without reference to equity 
principles and open-market policies embodied in the State Purchasing Policy.   
Finally, while the DBS (MSA) software had its roots in the private sector and could 
adequately account using the accrual methods (Corporatised entities in the 
Administrative Services Department were already using MSA in this way) FISB staff 
were becoming concerned about the dual cash / accrual reporting and management 
regime required for cash-to-accrual-accounting transition period.  Significant 
modifications to the ageing system were becoming increasingly unpalatable.  The 
strategy to adopt “Financial Stream” was losing support. 
On the 28th and 29th April 1994 the FISB management team attended a strategic 
planning retreat at Clear Mountain near Brisbane.  Following a discussion on Porter’s 
competitive forces model, the management team decided to join with Transport and 
tender for a new generation QGFMS (Informant Mr M, 2003).  
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FISB wanted to maintain their central position and so accrue the knowledge re-use, 
financial and management benefits of a standard system eg. standard training 
offerings (a cash cow under the user-pays arrangements), easy movement of 
personnel across agencies, central licence and infrastructure management, central 
specialist support personnel.  FISB, at the time were unaware that a change of 
system would put immense pressure on them because as the ‘Lead Agency’ they 
would be held accountable for this central policy decision irrespective of the fact that 
it was made in broad consultation with its customer agencies under the now 
prevailing governance arrangements. 
Sensing a requirement for greater executive commitment across government for 
such a major initiative, Graham Carpenter formed the QGFMS Strategic Advisory 
Board in May 1994.  This group would consist of influential senior executive 
managers from across Government.  Carpenter included Gary Uhlmann, Executive 
Director Corporate Management and Development at the Transport Department in 
its founding membership. 
June 1994 – The Financial Management Strategy 
In June, just prior to the release of the RFI, Treasury published their medium to long 
term Financial Management Strategy (FMS) that outlined future developments such 
as accrual accounting and budgeting, whole-of-government reporting and a 
strengthening of centralised cash management practice.  The plan also endorsed the 
need for business process re-engineering and flexible systems to support these re-
engineered processes.   
This strategy document, usually hailed as the precursor to changes in QGFMS 
(Putra, 1998; Niehus, 1998; Chang, 2002) actually reflected the intended strategy 
prior to FISB’s decision to tender with Transport.  [History method note: these 
secondary sources were found to be inconsistent with the primary sources after 
close scrutiny].  Its action plan aligned more with the recommendations of the User 
Requirements Analysis and other internal discussions (See Table 1).  FISB made the 
decision to tender with Transport after the FMS book was at the printers.  The 
strategies in the FMS, however, were sufficiently broad and so readers of the FMS 
did not see them as contradictory. 
 
Table 2: Extracts from the Financial Management Strategy 1994 
FMS Strategy Notes 
By 31st August 1994 decision 
support systems be available to 
QGFMS users 
SmartStream pilot in DPI and DSS 
tender looking for alternatives to 
SmartStream 
By 31st January 1995 review 
strategic financial management 
systems (especially QGFMS) … 
Strategy was no longer to review but 
rather to replace QGFMS.   
By July 1995 QGFMS will provide 
integrated, accrual-based 
information systems… 
Strategy based on converting 
existing MSA configuration to an 
accrual accounting approach. 
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July 1994: The QGFMS Request for Information 
By 1994 QGFMS had grown to service approximately 4000 users across 25 QGovt 
agencies.  It connected to 2450 workstations and terminals and 450 remote printers.  
Concurrent users during prime time varied between 400 and 1000 with month-end 
daily averages of around 750 concurrent users. QGFMS posted a total of 15 million 
transactions per year to its general ledgers.  Small departments posted between 
30,000 and 40,000 transactions each with the largest department, Queensland 
Health, posting over 4 million.  By 1994, the system required a daytime average of 
70 MVS MIPS and a minimum of 100 GB of DASD drives on its Summit Class 
Hitachi Data Systems GX8312 mainframe (Queensland Treasury-FISB QGFMS 
Strategic Plan 1994).  This was a very big system and FISB expected significant 
interest from the marketplace. 
Under the management of a cross-agency steering committee and aided by a cross-
agency working group, a project co-managed by John Mahoney from Transport and 
Geoff Saxby from Treasury developed and released a request for information (RFI) 
for QGFMS in July 1994 (Queensland Treasury-FISB QGFMS Request for Offer, 
1994b).  The outcome sought was replacement software for QGFMS.  The prize for 
the winning tender consortium was the definite software sale and associated 
consulting services sufficient to implement the system in a subset of Transport.  This 
deal alone was worth several million dollars.  The tender positioned the Transport 
implementation as the ‘pilot’ site, which if accepted would pave the way for adopting 
the winning software across QG.  This approach satisfied Transport who would end 
up with a system in a suitable timeframe and Treasury who did not have to commit to 
a whole-of-government software solution should the pilot fail.  
The market response for the QGFMS RFI was buoyant. There were over 12 
responses and the cross-agency working group evaluated these in great detail.  The 
group recommended to the whole-of-government steering committee that three bids 
move to the second stage of the tender process, the Request for Offer.   
1994 – The QGFMS Request for Offer 
The three bids were from Technology One (Finance One), Oracle (Oracle Financials) 
and SAP (SAP R/3).  The SAP bid was in conjunction with Coopers & Lybrand who 
would act as the implementation partner in the Transport project.  The project team 
released a comprehensive Request for Offer to these final bidders on October 6th 
1994 (Queensland Treasury-FISB QGFMS Request for Offer, 1994b).  The offer 
closed on November 11, giving the bidders very little time to respond. During the 
bidding process Technology One withdrew from the tender leaving a contest 
between Oracle, firmly established in the market, SAP R/3, the newcomer, and a 
balancing evaluation of the Dun & Bradstreet software. 
In December, the project team chose SAP R/3 as the New Generation QGFMS (NG 
QGFMS).  SAP supported the push for business process re-engineering and 
automated workflow.  The SAP offer promised improved financial reporting capability, 
greater integration, a client-server platform, functionality for electronic trading, 
treasury and cash management capability and the ability to integrate with operational 
systems.  It satisfied the future needs identified in the 1992 QGFMS Strategic Plan. 
The SAP system was intended as an alternative to the DBS offering rather than a 
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replacement (Queensland Treasury-FISB QGFMS Strategic Plan 1994).  Treasury’s 
plan for the current generation (CG) QGFMS was that it be supported and upgraded 
for at least five years (QSAB minutes 10 Oct 1994).  
A new era in QGovt’s financial management systems had arrived.   
3. Discussion and Conclusion 
This historical account describes several conditions that affected the decision to 
choose replacement software for QGFMS.  These conditions are grouped into four 
categories: 
• Business Environment: including the change of government; the move to 
accrual accounting and reporting; commercialisation of certain government 
activities; downsizing in corporate services; changing business requirements. 
• Governance: including the decentralisation of financial operations policy; the 
centralisation of information policy through the introduction of the IPB’s ‘Lead 
Agency’ concept; and, ‘user pays’. 
• Technical: including client server technology; single database ERP systems 
availability; and, widespread use of PC Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
systems. 
• Political: FISB wanting to retain their central position in an increasingly 
decentralised environment. 
Each of these conditions interacts with the others in the decision to replace the 
system.  Further research is required to consider the generalisability of these 
conditions to software replacement decisions.   
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